We introduce Grinch, a new algorithm for large-scale, non-greedy hierarchical clustering with general linkage functions that compute arbitrary similarity between two point sets. The key components of Grinch are its rotate and graft subroutines that efficiently reconfigure the hierarchy as new points arrive, supporting discovery of clusters with complex structure. Grinch is motivated by a new notion of separability for clustering with linkage functions: we prove that when the linkage function is consistent with a ground-truth clustering, Grinch is guaranteed to produce a cluster tree containing the ground-truth, independent of data arrival order. Our empirical results on benchmark and author coreference datasets (with standard and learned linkage functions) show that Grinch is more accurate than other scalable methods, and orders of magnitude faster than hierarchical agglomerative clustering.
and scientific author disambiguation [8] . One capability that contributes significantly to HAC's prevalence is that it can be used to construct a clustering according to any cluster-level scoring function, also known as a linkage function [22, 24] . This is crucial for applications such as entity resolution, in which the quality of a cluster is typically a learned function of a group of data points [8, 28, 31] .
While effective, HAC requires O (n 2 log n) computation for general linkage functions, making it infeasible to run on datasets of even moderate size. One option for circumventing this computational problem is to use an online or mini-batch variant of the algorithm. However, both HAC variants make irrecoverable, greedy merges and are thus sensitive to data arrival order. Non-greedy, incremental algorithms provide a more robust alternative to their online counterparts [21, 34] . Like online approaches, incremental methods consume data points, one at a time, but when new data arrives, incremental algorithms can revisit previous clustering decisions. However, current incremental algorithms fail in two ways: they are only capable of reconsidering clustering decisions at a local level and they do not support arbitrary linkage functions [21, 34] .
In this paper we introduce Grinch, a hierarchical, incremental (non-greedy) clustering algorithm that can cluster with any linkage function. Grinch builds a cluster tree over the incoming data points, one at a time, attempting to keep similar data points near one another in the tree. Robustness to suboptimal data arrival order is achieved by employing both local and global tree rearrangements. Local rearrangements are performed using a rotate subroutine, which recursively swaps a child with its aunt. Global rearrangements are performed via a graft subroutine, in which Grinch may steal a subtree from one part of the hierarchy and merge it with another similar, but distant, subtree. Grafting is a key for both our theoretical and empirical results and supports the discovery of clusters that exhibit (single or sparse) linked structures-an important feature of clustering algorithms used in practice [11] .
Theoretically, we define a notion of model-based separation that characterizes the relationship between a linkage function and a dataset. For generality, we adopt a graph-theoretic formalism, where data points correspond to vertices of an unknown graph whose connected components form a ground truth clustering. Model-based separation suggests that the linkage function value is high for two item sets if the induced subgraph is connected (see Subsection 2.1). We prove that under this condition, the ground-truth clusters are a tree-consistent partition of the hierarchy built by Grinch.
In experiments, we show that Grinch is efficient and builds trees with higher dendrogram purity than other clustering algorithms on large scale datasets. The experiments are performed with a common and important linkage function-average linkage-as well as a linkage function that measures the cosine similarity between two cluster centroid representations. We also perform experiments on two author coreference datasets using learned linkage functions, and demonstrate that Grinch is more efficient and accurate than the baselines. Our experiments reveal that Grinch outperforms competitors that only make local tree rearrangements, highlighting the power of the graft subroutine and the robustness of Grinch.
LINKAGE FUNCTIONS FOR CLUSTERING
Clustering is the problem of constructing a partition C = {C 1 , · · · , C k } of a dataset X = {x i } N i=1 , such that C ∈ C C = X and ∀C, C ′ ∈ C, C ∩ C ′ = ∅. The partition is known as a clustering of X.
Most algorithms construct clusterings using pairwise similarities among data points. But, pairwise similarities cannot capture many complex relationships, e.g., data points x 1 and x 2 are similar when clustered with data point x 3 , but are otherwise dissimilar. A natural generalization that can capture these types of relationships are similarities defined over sets of data points, which we refer to as linkage functions. Formally, a linkage function is f : 2 X × 2 X → R.
Clustering with linkage functions is ubiquitous, especially in HAC (from which the name linkage function is derived). In HAC, many popular linkage functions such as single-, complete-and average-linkage are computed from pairwise distance functions. More complex, set-wise linkage functions are used in applications such as image segmentation, noun-phrase coreference and entity resolution; in the latter two domains, these functions are often learned [6, 14, 22, 32, 33] . A unique capability of HAC is that it can easily support an arbitrary linkage function. This flexibility is essential to combat the ill-posed nature of clustering.
Model-based Separation
Our goal is to design an algorithm that, like HAC, can support arbitrary linkage functions, but is dramatically faster. In developing clustering algorithms, it is often useful to consider various assumptions about the separability of the underlying data. For example, in the pairwise setting one of the strongest data assumptions is known as strict separation [1] . This assumption holds that any data point in ground-truth cluster C i is more similar to every other data point in C i than any data point from a different ground-truth cluster, C j . Popular instantiations of HAC (e.g., single-, average-and completelinkage) provably succeed under strict separation, providing some theoretical motivation for these algorithms.
We introduce a notion of model-based separation for clustering with a linkage function. Since linkage functions may operate on data of any type, we formalize the definition in terms of a graph, where the data points correspond to vertices. Definition 1 (Model-based Separation). Let G = (X, E) be a graph. Let f : 2 X × 2 X → R be a linkage function that computes the similarity of two groups of vertices and let ϕ : 2 X × 2 X → {0, 1} be a function that returns 1 if the union of its arguments is a connected subgraph of G. Then f separates G if
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because s 0 and s 1 form a connected subgraph. In Figure 1b , even if f separates the graph, it is possible for f (s 0 ,
i.e., ϕ (s 0 , s 1 ) = 1. Then, for any set s 2 such that ϕ (s 0 , s 2 ) = 0, the score of f on input (s 0 , s 1 ) must be greater than on input (s 0 , s 2 ).
Model-based separation offers a non-standard view of clustering. Specifically, the data points of a dataset are treated as vertices in a graph with latent edges. The ground-truth clusters are the connected components of the graph and the goal of clustering is to discover these components using a linkage function.
We provide the following two examples to help build intuition about model-based separation. The examples are used throughout the remainder of our discussion.
Example 1 (Cliqe). Consider a graph G = (X, E) in which each connected component is a clique. Then if f separates G, every vertex in a connected component, C i , is more similar to all other vertices in C i than any vertex in connected component C j , where similarity is defined by f . Thus, clique-structured connected components exactly capture strict separation.
Example 2 (Chain). Consider a graph G = (X, E) in which each connected component is chain-structured. According to Definition 1, two vertices that are part of the same chain but do not share an edge may be dissimilar under f even if f separates G. However, any two segments of the chain connected by an edge are similar under f .
A visual illustration of both clique and chain style clusters is depicted in Figure 1 . As we will see, chain structured connected components pose a challenge to existing incremental algorithms, something we resolve with Grinch (Section 3).
Cluster Trees
In most clustering problems, the appropriate number of clusters is unknown a priori. HAC addresses this uncertainty by building a cluster tree over data points.
Definition 2 (Cluster tree [23] ). A binary cluster tree T on a dataset X = {x i } N i=1 is a collection of subsets such that Given a cluster tree, T , any set of disjoint subtrees whose leaves cover X represents a valid clustering and is referred to as a tree consistent partition [16] . Thus, cluster trees compactly encode multiple alternative clusterings, allowing for a clustering to be selected as a post-processing step. Another advantage of using cluster trees is that they often facilitate efficient search and naturally group similar data points near one another in the hierarchy. We relate model-based separation, cluster trees and HAC in the following fact: Fact 1. Let f be a linkage function that separates G. Then running HAC under f returns a cluster tree, T , such that the connected components of G are a tree-consistent partition of T .
To see why, notice that in each iteration of HAC, the highest scoring pair of remaining subtrees is merged. Since f separates G, a merger resulting in a subtree that corresponds to a connected subgraph of G has higher score than any merger resulting in a disconnected subgraph of G. Even though HAC can construct a cluster tree that contains the ground-truth clustering as a treeconsistent partition, the algorithm costs O (n 2 log n) for general linkage functions and does not scale to large datasets. We will verify this claim empirically in our experiments (Section 4).
ROTATIONS, GRAFTING AND GRINCH
In this section, we derive an efficient, incremental algorithm called Grinch that can be used to construct clusterings under any linkage function. Like HAC, the backbone of Grinch is a cluster tree. We begin the discussion by analyzing a greedy, incremental variant of HAC and when it fails. Then, we introduce two subroutines, rotate and graft, that can be used to enhance robustness. Finally, we present our algorithm, Grinch.
Online HAC and Rotations
An efficient alternative to HAC is its online variant that merges each incoming data point with its nearest neighbor seen so far (Online). For now, let us consider the setting in which a nearest neighbor is found using a linkage function, f . Let f separate a graph G and let ground-truth clusters be cliques in G (i.e., the data is strictly separated). Even in this simple case, Online may construct a cluster tree in which the ground-truth clustering is not a tree consistent partition. To see why, consider a stream in which the first two data points, x 1 and x 2 , are of the same ground-truth cluster and the third data point, x 3 is of a different cluster. Assume, without loss of generality, that Online adds x 3 as a sibling of x 1 . Then the groundtruth clustering is not a tree consistent partition of the resulting tree (and all subsequent trees).
To recover from such mistakes, local tree rearrangements may be applied. Previous work uses rotations, which swap a child and its aunt in the tree, to correct local errors induced by unfavorable arrival order [21] . While originally designed to be used with pairwise distances, the condition under which rotations should be applied can be extended to linkage functions:
where the functions s(·) and aunt(·) return the sibling and aunt of their input, respectively. In words, if a node v ∈ T achieves a higher score under f with its aunt than with its sibling, then the aunt and sibling should be swapped. Now, let us revisit the example above. Since x 1 and x 2 are both vertices in the same clique in G, they are connected by an edge. Then, by model-based separation,
, so a rotation will be applied, producing a tree that contains the ground-truth clustering. Unfortunately, the Online algorithm, augmented with the ability to perform rotations (Rotate), cannot always recover the connected components of a graph that is separated by f . In particular, Rotate cannot reliably recover chains (Example 2). By virtue of being a local operation, rotations can only be used to provably recover connected components that are clique-structure.
Subtree Grafting
We introduce a non-local tree rearrangment called a graft, which facilitates the discovery of chain-structured connected components. At a high level, the graft procedure with respect to a node v ∈ T searches T for a node v ′ that is both similar to v and dissimilar from its current sibling, s(v ′ ). If such a subtree is found, v ′ is disconnected from its parent and made a sibling of v. A visual illustration of a successful graft is depicted in Figure 2 .
In detail, a graft searches the leaves of T for the nearest neighbor leaf of v called l. Then it checks whether the following holds:
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check recursively until the condition succeeds or until the first time two nodes, v 1 and v 2 , are reached such that one is the ancestor of the other. Pseudocode for the graft subroutine can be found in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm, par returns the parent of a node, lca returns the lowest common ancestors of its arguments and makeSib merges its arguments and returns their new parent. NN performs a nearest neighbor search and constrNN performs a nearest neighbor search that excludes its second argument from the result.
Tree Restructuring
While the graft subroutine facilitates discovery of chain-structured clusters, poorly structured trees are susceptible to having the graft subroutine disconnect previously discovered ground-truth clusters. As an example, consider Figure 3 , in which lvs(v) form the connected subgraph C i (i.e., they all belong to the same ground-truth cluster). Consider v's left child, v.l, and its descendants, which form a disconnected subgraph. An attempt to graft either descendant, x 1 or x 2 , may succeed, even when initiated from a node (not depicted) whose descendants are not connected to C i . After such a graft, T cannot contain a tree-consistent partition that matches the ground-truth clustering.
Notice that a subtree can defend against spurious grafts by ensuring that each of its descendant subtrees is connected. For example, in Figure 3 , if x 2 and x 3 were swapped, then each descendant subtree of v would be connected. Moreover, after such a swap, grafts from nodes whose descendants were not part of C i would necessarily fail (assuming that f separates the graph).
During tree construction, the only step that can result in a connected subtree with disconnected descendants is the graft subroutine (a rigorous proof is included in the supplement). We introduce
the restruct (restructure) subroutine, which is performed after a successful graft, and reorganizes a subtree with the intent of making each of its descendants connected. Let v ′ be a node that was just grafted, v be the previous sibling of v ′ (i.e., before the graft) and let r = lca(v, v ′ ) be the current least common ancestor of v and v ′ . restruct is initiated from v. First, the siblings of the ancestors of v (until r ) are collected. Then, we find the node in the collection most similar to v. If that node is more similar to v than v's current sibling (according to f ), the two are swapped. The intuition here is that if a graft left v and its new sibling disconnected, then the swap serves as a mechanism to restore the connectedness of v's parent. Such swaps are attempted from the ancestors of v until r . Pseudocode appears in Algorithm 2.
Grinch
Using the rotate, graft and restruct tree rearrangement routines, we derive a new algorithm called Grinch, which stands for: Grafting and Rotation-based INCremental Hierarchical clustering. The steps of the algorithm are as follows: when a new data point, x i , arrives, find x i 's nearest neighbor, l, among the leaves of T . Add x i to T as a sibling of l. Then, apply the rotate subroutine while Equation 1 is true. Finally, attempt to graft recursively from each ancestor of x i . Each time a graft is successful, restructure the tree to group similar items together. Pseudocode for Grinch can be found in Algorithm 3.
be a dataset with ground-truth clustering C ⋆ = {C 1 , · · · , C k }. Let f separate a graph G on vertices X and let each cluster C ∈ C ⋆ be a connected component in G. Then Grinch recovers a cluster tree such that C ⋆ is a tree consistent partition of T regardless of the input order.
The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in the appendix.
EXPERIMENTS
We experiment with Grinch to assess its scalability and accuracy. We begin by demonstrating that Grinch outperforms other incremental clustering algorithms on a synthetic dataset. Observing that some of the steps of Grinch are underutilized, we present four approximations of Grinch's algorithmic components. We apply each approximation in turn and show that together they dramatically improve Grinch's scalability without compromising its clustering quality. Then, we compare the approximate variant of Grinch to state-of-the-art large scale hierarchical clustering methods. To showcase the flexibility of Grinch, we also provide experimental results in entity resolution, where the linkage function is learned. Finally, we provide analysis of the graft subroutine-Grinch's distinguishing feature-and perform experiments to demonstrate the algorithm's robustness on adversarial data orderings.
Dendrogram Purity. Before beginning, we briefly review dendrogram purity, a preferred method of holistically evaluating hierarchical clusterings [5, 16, 21] . Dendrogram purity is computed as follows: Let C ⋆ = {C 1 , · · · , C k } be the ground-truth clustering of a dataset X, and let P ⋆ = {(x, x ′ )|x, x ′ ∈ X, C ⋆ (x ) = C ⋆ (x ′ )} be the set of all data point pairs that belong to the same ground-truth clusters. Then the dendrogram purity (DP) of a cluster tree, T is:
where lca(x, x ′ ) returns the least common ancestor of x and x ′ in T , lvs(·) returns the descendant leaves of its argument, and pur(·, C ⋆ (x )) takes a collection of leaves and computes the fraction that belong to ground-truth cluster C ⋆ (x ). An implementation of Grinch and code to reproduce these experiments is available 1 .
Synthetic Data Experiment
In our first experiment, we compare Grinch to other incremental hierarchical clustering algorithms on a synthetic dataset in order to begin to understand Grinch's empirical performance characteristics in a controlled manner. The data is generated so that it satisfies model-based separation with respect to cosine similarity. In particular, the dataset contains 2,500 10,000-dimensional binary vectors that belong to 100 clusters, with 25 points per cluster. Points in cluster k have bits 100(k − 1) to 100k − 1 set randomly to 1 with probability 0.1. All other bits are set to 0. This way, across cluster points have cosine similarity 0 and within cluster points can have either 0 or non-zero cosine similarity. In other words, two points, x 1 and x 2 , in the same cluster can appear to be dissimilar and end up in distant regions of the tree. The representation of each internal node in the Grinch tree is the sum of the vectors of its descendant leaves. We compute the cosine similarity between two nodes v and v ′ as the cosine similarity between their aggregated vectors (we refer to this as cosine linkage in the following sections). We compare Grinch, Rotate and Online.
The experimental results reveal that Grinch achieves perfect dendrogram purity (1.0), which is expected given Grinch's correctness guarantee. Rotate achieves a dendrogram purity of 0.872 while Online achieves 0.854. Rotate and Online do not construct trees of perfect purity because of their inability to globally rearrange a cluster hierarchy. (N ) ) time per query where N is the number of data points [3] . Otherwise, exhaustive O (N ) time is required unless approximate nearest neighbor search methods are used. We will use O (T ) to refer to the time spent on nearest neighbor search. Let H be the height of the Grinch tree, i.e., the length of the longest root to leaf path. There can be at most O (H ) rotations applied in a call to insert. In the extreme, grafts could be recursively applied moving all of the N − 1 leaves (those other than the new point's sibling) one at a time in separate grafts. Since each graft involves a nearest neighbor search, there would be in the worst case O (NT ) computations from grafts in insert. There can be at most O (H ) swaps made in a given restruct call, and each of these swaps involves considering O (H ) ancestors, resulting in O (H 2 ) time overall. This results in O (NT + H 2 ) time per data point. While there is no guarantee on the height of trees built with Grinch, we find in practice that they are close to log 2 N as shown in Figure 4 . If the trees had such a height, the running time would further be reduced to: O (T N + log 4 (N )) per data point.
Approximate Grinch.
Some of the algorithmic steps of Grinch, which are required to prove its correctness, are seldom invoked in practice. For example, and perhaps expectedly, a graft is unlikely to succeed between two nodes close to the root of the tree. Therefore, we introduce a handful of approximations designed to have little effect on the quality of the clusterings constructed by Grinch, but also designed to make the algorithm significantly faster in practice.
(1) Capping. The recursive subroutines rotate, graft, and restruct, improve performance, but are also computationally expensive to check, and often are not applied. Moreover, we notice that tree rearrangements that occur close to the root do not have a significant, instantaneous effect on dendrogram purity. Therefore, we introduce rotation, graft and restructure caps, which prohibit rotations, grafts and restructures from occurring above a height, h. (2) Single Elimination Mode. The graft subroutine generally improves Grinch's clustering performance, and is essential in attaining perfect purity on the synthetic dataset, but we find that graft attempts are rejected many more times than they are accepted. However, at times, we observe that a sequence of recursive grafts are accepted when initiated close to the leaves. Therefore, to limit the number of attempted grafts while retaining these graft sequences, we introduce single elimination mode. In this mode, the recursive grafting procedure terminates after a graft between v and v ′ fails because both prefer their current siblings to a merge. (3) Single Nearest Neighbor Searching. Grinch makes heavy use of nearest neighbor search under the linkage function f . Rather than perform nearest neighbor search anew for each graft, when a data point arrives, we perform a single k-NN search (k ∈ [25, 50] ) and only consider these nodes during subsequent grafts (until the next data point arrives). (4) Navigable Small World Graphs. Instead of performing nearest neighbor computations exactly, we can perform them approximately. To this end, we employ a navigable small world nearest neighbor graph (NSW)-a data structure inspired by decentralized search in small world networks [19, 20, 30] . To find the nearest neighbor of a data point, x i , in an NSW, begin at a random node, v. If the similarity between x i and v is maximal among all neighbors of v, terminate; otherwise, move to the neighbor of v most similar to x i . To insert a new data point, x j , find its k nearest neighbors and add edges between those neighbors and a new data point [26] . Thus, NSWs are constructed online. In practice, we simultaneous construct a hierarchical clustering and an NSW over the data points stored in the tree's leaves.
To measure the effects of our approximations on the speed and quality of the resulting algorithm, we conduct the following ablation. We run Grinch on our synthetically generated dataset as well as a random 5k subset of the ALOI [12] dataset and measure dendrogram purity, time, and the number of calls made to rotate, graft and restruct. We repeat the procedure multiple times, each time adding one of the following approximations, in order: capping, single elimination, single nearest neighbor search and approximate nearest neighbor search. Capping is performed at height 100. We also experiment with removal of the graft and rotate subroutines.
The result of the ablation is contained in Table 1 . We observe that, for both datasets, each of the approximations reduces the computational cost of algorithm without effecting the resulting DP. However, once grafts are removed, the DP drops by 3% on ALOI and 12% on the synthetic datasets. When rotate is also removed, DP drops by an additional 6% and 2%, respectively.
Having verified that on a subset of ALOI our approximations improve scalability at little expense in terms of dendrogram purity, in the following experiments we report results for Grinch in single elimination mode and with the rotation cap set to h = 100. We did not tune the cap parameter and used that same setting for all datasets. We mildly tune the number of nearest neighbors connected in NSW construction setting based on the dimensionality of the data, using values of 5 for CovType, 50 for ALOI, and 100 for the other datasets. This can be tuned based on the nearest neighbor performance of the structure (independent of the clustering algorithm).
Large Scale Clustering
We compare Grinch with the following 4 algorithms: Onlinean online hierarchical clustering algorithm that consumes one data point at a time and places it as a sibling of its nearest neighbor; Rotate -an incremental algorithm that places a data point next to its nearest neighbor and then performs rotations until Equation 1 holds; MB-HAC -the mini-batch version of HAC, which keeps a buffer of size b, runs a single step of HAC using the data points in the buffer and then adds the next record to the buffer; HAC -bestfirst, bottom-up hierarchical agglomerative clustering and Perch -a state-of-the-art large scale hierarchical clustering method.
We run each algorithm on 5 large scale clustering datasets: CovType, a datset of forest covertype, ALOI [12] , a 50K subset of the Imagenet ILSVRC12 dataset [27] and the Speaker dataset [13] , and a 100K subset of ImageNet containing all 17K classes not just the subset in ILSVRC12. Datasets have 500K, 50K, 100K, 36K, and 100K instances, respectively. We run each HAC variant under two different linkage functions: average linkage and cosine linkage. To compute the cosine similarity between two nodes, v and v ′ , first, for each node, compute the sum of the vectors contained at their descendant leaves. Then, compute the cosine similarity between the aggregated vectors.
Results are displayed in Table 2 , where we record the dendrogram purity averaged over 5 replicates of each algorithm, where for each replicate we randomize the arrival order of the data. The table reveals that Grinch-under both linkage functions-outperforms the corresponding versions of Rotate and Online on all datasets except for on the CovType dataset where the methods all seem to perform equally well. This underscores the power of the graft subroutine. Grinch with approximate nearest neighbor search even outperforms Perch, which uses exact nearest neighbor search, on ALOI. Recall that, unlike the HAC variants, Perch employs a specific linkage function. Seeing as the HAC variants outperform Perch on Speaker suggests that the ability to equip various linkage functions can be advantageous. HAC is best on Speaker, but cannot scale to ALOI.
Author Coreference
Bibliographic databases, like PubMed, DBLP, and Google Scholar, contain citation records that must be attributed to the corresponding authors. For some records, the attribution process is easy, but for many others, the identities of a publication's authors are ambiguous. For example, DBLP contains hundreds of citations written by different authors named "Wei Wang" that currently cannot be disambiguated 2 . Intuitively, author coreference datasets often exhibit chain like structures because a single citation written by a prolific author (perhaps in a short-lived collaboration) may only be similar to a small number of that author's other citations and dissimilar from the rest.
Following previous work, we train a linkage function to predict the likelihood that a group of citation records were all written by the same author [8, 28, 31] . We train our model, that utilizes features such as coauthor names, title, venue, year, etc., by running HAC and, at each step, use the model to predict the precision of merging two groups of records as in [24] . We compare the 5 HAC variants in author coreference on two datasets with labeled author identities: Rexa [8] and PSU-DBLP [15] . Evaluation is done using the pairwise F1-score of a predicted flat clustering against the ground-truth clustering. To compute pairwise F1-score, each pair of citations that appears in both the same ground-truth and predicted clusters is considered a true positive; each pair of citations that belongs to different ground-truth clusters but the same predicted cluster is considered a false positive. None of the authors represented in the test set, have any publications in the training set. Figure 3 shows the precision, recall, and pairwise F1-score achieved by each method. The results show that Grinch outperforms the other scalable methods on both datasets and even outperforms HAC on DBLP. This behavior may stem from overfitting of the learned linkage function, which is exploited by HAC; since Grinch only approximates HAC, it can be thought of as a form of regularization. Again, Grinch outperforms Online and Rotate on both datasets underscoring the importance of the rotate and graft procedures.
Significance of Grafting
The results above indicate that Grinch-even when employing a number of approximations-constructs trees with higher dendrogram purity than other scalable methods in a comparable amount of Table 3 : Precision, recall and F-Score of various methods on the Rexa and DBLP datasets.
time. Interestingly, Grinch only differs from the algorithm Rotate in its use of the graft (and subsequent restruct) subroutine.
To better understand the significance of grafting, we compare Grinch and the algorithm Rotate on the first 5000 points of ALOI. Figure 5a shows that dendrogram purity as a function of the number of data points inserted for both Grinch and Rotate and the first 5000 points of ALOI. Echoing the results above, by 1000 points, Grinch dominates Rotate. Figure 5b shows the instantaneous and cumulative change in dendrogram purity due to grafts made by Grinch. That is, for the ith data point, x i , we record the dendrogram purity after x i is inserted and rotations are performed (i.e., what would be executed by Rotate). Then, we perform grafting (if appropriate) and record the dendrogram purity after all recursive grafts have been completed. The difference between the dendrogram purity after Figure 5a shows the dendrogram purity of two trees, one built by Grinch and the other built by rotate, on the first 5000 points of ALOI. The dendrogram purity of the tree built Grinch is greater than that of the tree built by rotate. Figure 5b plots the instantaneous and cumulative change in dendrogram purity due to grafts. While Grinch achieves 3% larger dendrogram purity than rotate grafting and before grafting (but after rotations) is the instantaneous change in dendrogram purity due to grafts; the sum of instantaneous changes is the cumulative change. Note the y-axis of Figure 5b , which reveals that even the most instantaneously significant grafts only lead to minute changes in dendrogram purity (of about 0.001). Moreover, after 5000 points, the cumulative change in dendrogram purity due to grafts is less than 0.005-hardly accounting for the difference in dendrogram purity between the tree built by Grinch and the tree built by Rotate (of 0.03). We conclude from these measurements that the increase in performance due to the graft subroutine is related to the rearrangement of small numbers of points. These rearrangements do not immediately have significant impact on dendrogram purity, but they do have significant long-term affects. To make this hypothesis more concrete, consider the case in which two dissimilar data points from the same cluster are split between two distant regions of the tree early on in clustering. The points are never merged (via a graft) and so each point draws a significant portion of the cluster's other data points to its location in the tree. This has dire consequences with respect to dendrogram purity. If a graft is performed early on to correct the split, an adverse scenario like this can be averted.
Robustness
For completeness, we perform an experiment used in previous work to test an incremental clustering algorithm's robustness to data point arrival order [21] . In the experiment, a dataset is ordered in two specific ways. Round-Robin -Randomly determine an ordering of ground-truth clusters. Then, construct a data point arrival order such that the ith data point is a member of cluster i mod K, where K is the number of clusters and mod returns the remainder when its first argument is divided by its second. Sorted -Randomly determine an ordering of ground-truth clusters. All points of cluster C i arrive before any point of cluster C i+1 arrives. As in previous work, we perform a robustness experiments with the ALOI dataset. Table 4 shows that Grinch achieves higher dendrogram purity than both Perch and mini-batch HAC (with 2 different batch sizes) on data ordered using the Round Robin ordering scheme. Under this arrival order, MB-HAC performs poorly showing its lack of robustness. When the data is in Sorted order-which makes for easier clustering for MB-HAC-Grinch outperforms Perch and is competitive with MB-HAC.
Method
Round. Sort. Table 4 : DP for adversarial arrival orders (ALOI).
RELATED WORK
The family of online and incremental clustering methods is diverse, however all algorithms in this family optimize for specific linkage functions. Perch, from which the rotate procedure is inspired, performs rearrangments to satisfy a condition similar to completelinkage [21] . BIRCH is another top-down hierarchical clustering algorithm that attempts to minimize a k-center style cost at each node in the tree [34] . BIRCH also includes a non-greedy reassignment step but has been shown to produce low quality trees in practice. Liberty et al [25] propose a flat clustering algorithm that optimizes k-means cost. Since their algorithm runs in the online setting, after a data point arrives and is assigned to a cluster, it may never be reassigned. While not incremental, some work focuses on designing highly scalable algorithms for specific linkage functions. Particular attention is paid to single-linkage because of its connection to the minimum spanning tree problem. For example, recent work develops massively parallel algorithms for single-linkage [2] . When clustering with linkage functions, probabilistic approaches can provide an alternative to HAC. For example, split-merge Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods perform clustering by randomly splitting and merging clusters according to a proposal function [18] . An algorithm similar to split-merge MCMC has even been used for author coreference [31] . This algorithm employs a custom linkage function on structured records and works by maintaining a forest-each tree corresponding to a cluster-and randomly proposing mergers and splits of various branches. Unlike Grinch, this algorithm relies on sampling to escape local minima. As the number of items grows, the likelihood of sampling a merge or split that will be accepted decreases rapidly.
Our work is partially inspired by complex linkage functions that are used for clustering. One example is Bayesian hierarchical clustering (BHC)-a recursive, probabilistic, hierarchical model for data [16] . Fitting BHC models is performed by running HAC with BHC as the linkage function. Because HAC is inefficient, randomized approaches for fitting BHC have also been proposed, but each of these methods still runs HAC as a subroutine on small, randomly selected subsets of data [17] . HAC-style algorithms are also used to do probabilistic, hierarchical community detection and alongside learned models for entity resolution [4, 24] .
Model-based separation is related to recently proposed definitions of perfect hierarchical clustering structure [7, 29] , in which pairwise similarities between data points lead to a tree that can be discovered by HAC that has minimal cost. The costs used in these works are variants of Dasgupta's cost [9] . Perfect hierarchical clustering structures are a special case of model-based separation, in which single-, average-, or complete-linkage is used. Model-based separation is strictly more general, allowing for linkage functions that compute the similarity of two point sets arbitrarily, rather than as a function of pairwise data point similarities.
CONCLUSION
This paper introduces Grinch, an incremental algorithm for hierarchical clustering under any linkage function. The algorithm relies on three subroutines, rotate, graft, and restruct, that help it to discover complex cluster structure regardless of data arrival order. We introduce model-based separation for clustering with linkage functions and prove that Grinch always returns a tree with perfect dendrogram purity when running in the separated setting. We describe an efficient implementation of Grinch and present an empirical evaluation demonstrating that Grinch is more accurate than other baseline approaches and more scalable than HAC. We believe that Grinch is an asset for large clustering problems in which the data points engage in complicated relationships and clusters are best modeled by learned linkage function.
A APPENDIX A.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Define the following properties: Definition 3 (Strong Connectivity). Let G = (X, E) be a graph and let T [v] be a tree rooted at a node v with leaves, lvs(v) = X ′ ⊆ X. v is connected if X ′ is a connected subgraph of G. v is strongly connected if every descendant of v is connected. v is a maximal strongly connected node if v is strongly connected and par(v) is not strongly connected. Finally, the tree T satisfies strong connectivity if all connected nodes in T are strongly connected.
Definition 4 (Completeness). Let G = (X, E) be a graph and let T [v] be a tree rooted at a node v with leaves, lvs(v) = X ′ ⊆ X. Then v is complete if X ′ is a connected component in G. The tree T satisfies completeness if the set of connected components of G are (the leaves of) a tree consistent partition of T .
According to Theorem 1, Grinch always constructs a tree that satisfies completeness. To prove the theorem, we will show that after the addition of each new data point, the resulting tree satisfies strong connectivity and completeness. We analyze various subroutines of Grinch and demonstrate how they preserve strong connectivity, completeness or both. In the proceeding lemmas and proofs, let G = (X, E) be a graph and let f be a model that separates G.
Lemma 1 (Rotation Lemma). Let T be a tree with lvs(T ) = X, and let x be a new data point to be added to T . Then all nodes that were strongly connected before the addition of x are strongly connected after the addition of x, i.e., rotations preserve strong connectivity.
Note: while rotations preserve strong connectivity, they do not guarantee completeness. Therefore rotations are insufficient for proving Theorem 1.
Proof. Let v be a maximal strongly connected node in T and assume that x is added as a leaf of v (rotations have not yet been applied). Consider two cases: (1) there exists an edge between x and some leaf in lvs(v), and (2) there does not exist an edge between x and any leaf in lvs(v).
Case 1: Let L ⊆ lvs(v) be the set of v's descendant leaves to which x is connected. Then x is initially added as a sibling of its nearest neighbor leaf, x ′ , and x ′ ∈ L because f separates G. par(x ) is strongly connected because there exists an edge between x and x ′ .
The addition of x does not disconnect v or any strongly connected descendant of v. To see why, consider the siblings of the ancestors of x ′ before the addition of x. Any such sibling that was connected to x ′ , is, after the addition of x, also connected to par(x ) and thus remains strongly connected. Nodes that are not ancestors of x cannot be disconnected and thus, before rotations, strong connectivity is preserved. Now consider subsequent rotations. By the logic above, x and its sibling, x ′ = s(x ), are connected. If a rotation succeeds then x and aunt(x ) are swapped. So long as aunt(x ) and s(x ) form a connected subgraph in G, i.e., ϕ (s(x ), aunt(x )) = ϕ (x, s(x )) = 1, then the rotation preserves strong connectivity.
The only way for a rotation to disrupt strong connectivity is if x and aunt(x ) are swapped, and s(x ) and aunt(x ) do not form a connected subgraph in G, i.e., ϕ (x, s(x )) > ϕ (s(x ), aunt(x )).
, aunt(x )) and so, in this case, a rotation will not be performed and the procedure terminates.
Case 2: If there does not exist an edge between x and any leaf in lvs(v), then after x is made a sibling of some leaf x ′′ ∈ lvs(v), v is no longer strongly connected and so strong connectivity has not been preserved. Since v was strongly connected before the addition of x, there exists an edge between lvs(s(x )) and lvs(aunt(x )). Since f separates G, f (x, s(x )) < f (s(x ), aunt(x )), which triggers the rotate subroutine. Rotations proceed with respect to x at least until x is no longer a descendant of v, and thus, v remains strongly connected. Strongly connected nodes that are not descendants of v are unaffected by the rotations and so strong connectivity is preserved. □ Lemma 2 (Grafting Lemma 1). Let T satisfy strong connectivity and completeness. Let v be a node in T such that v is either a maximal strongly connected node or not strongly connected. Then a graft operation initiated from v preserves strong connectivity and completeness.
Proof. Let T be strongly connected and complete. Since lvs(v) is not a strict subset of any connected component in G, there does not exist a non-empty subset s in lvs(T )\lvs(v) such that s ∪ lvs(v) is a connected subgraph in G. For any node v ′ that is strongly connected but not maximal, there must be an edge connecting lvs(v ′ ) and lvs(s(v ′ )) and s(v ′ ) must be strongly connected, so
. Therefore, an attempt to make any such v ′ the sibling of v fails.
If v ′′ is a maximal strongly connected node, an attempt to make v ′′ the sibling of v may succeed but this does not disconnect any strongly connected subtrees in T . The same is true if v ′′ is not strongly connected. □ Lemma 3 (Grafting Lemma 2). Let T be a tree such that lvs(T ) = X and let T satisfy strong connectivity. Let v be strongly connected and let lvs(v) be a strict subset of the vertices in some connected component, C, in G. Then, a graft initiated from v returns a node v ′ such that v ′ is strongly connected and lvs(v) ⊂ lvs(v ′ ).
Proof. Since lvs(v) are a strict subset of the vertices in the connected component, C, there exists a non-empty subset s in lvs(T )\lvs(v) such that s ∪ lvs(v) constitute the vertices in C. Let ℓ maximize f (v, ℓ) over all lvs(T ) \ lvs(v). By the fact that lvs(v) is a strict subset of a connected component, there must exist an edge between lvs(v) and ℓ. Note that ℓ is the leaf found when the constrained nearest neighbor search from v is initiated in the first line of graft (Algorithm 1).
If f (v, ℓ) < f (ℓ, s(ℓ)), then there must exist an edge between ℓ and a node in lvs(s(ℓ)) and so par(ℓ) is strongly connected. If f (v, ℓ) < f (v, s(v)), then there must exist an edge between a node in lvs(v) and a node in lvs(s(v)) and so par(v) is strongly connected. In both of these cases, we do not merge v with ℓ, but instead attempt another merge between two strongly connected nodes, either: par(v) with ℓ, v with par(ℓ), or par(v) with par(ℓ). (Figure 6a ). In Figure 6b and Figure 6c , black-bordered nodes are strongly connected, thick-black-border nodes are maximal, gray bordered nodes are connected (but not strongly) and nodes with dashed borders are disconnected. The tree in Figure 6b satisfies strong connectivity and completeness. The tree in Figure 6c does not satisfy strong connectivity because v 1 is disconnected.
As before, the two nodes we are attempting to merge also have an edge between them. Let v 1 and v 2 be two nodes involved in a merge and let v 1 ∈ ancs(v) and v 2 ∈ ancs(ℓ). If at some point
then v 2 is made a sibling of v 1 and the new parent of v 1 is returned. Since v 1 and v 2 are strongly connected and there exists an edge between lvs(v 1 ) and lvs(v 2 ), par(v 1 ), which is created by the merge, is strongly connected, and the lemma holds.
If a merge is never performed, the recursion stops when v 1 = v 2 = lca(v, ℓ). In this case, the lca, which we return, is already strongly connected and, by definition, its leaves are a superset of lvs(v). □ Lemma 4 (Restructuring Lemma). Let v ∈ T be strongly connected. Let a ∈ ancs(v) be the deepest connected ancestor of v such that: a is not strongly connected, and all siblings of the nodes on the path from v to a are strongly connected. Then restruct on inputs v and a restructures T [a] so that a satisfies strong connectivity.
Proof. Let z be the deepest ancestor of v that is strongly connected with parent par(z) that is disconnected. Since par(z) is disconnected (but by assumption both z and s(z) are connected), there are no edges between lvs(z) and lvs(s(z)).
Let a ′ be a child of a and without loss of generality, a ′ ancs(z). Since a is the deepest connected ancestor of z, there must exist an edge between lvs(z) and lvs(a ′ ).
When computing the argmax of f (z, ·) in the restruct method, a node, z ′ , that is connected to z will be returned and then swapped with s(z). The new parent of z is strongly connected because z and z ′ are both strongly connected and there exists an edge between lvs(z) and lvs(z ′ ). Any subsequent swap attempted from a disconnected node with a connected ancestor succeeds and produces a new parent that is strongly connected.
Since a is connected and a swap among the descendants of a do not change lvs(a), swapping preserves the connectedness of a. Therefore, swaps proceed until the node a is reached at which point a must be strongly connected.
Note that a swap attempt between a strongly connected node and a node to which it is not connected fails, because f separates G. A swap attempt between a connected node and a node to which it is connected succeeds and produces a new parent that is strongly connected.
□ We now prove Theorem 1.
Proof. We show by induction that if Grinch is used to build a tree, T , over vertices, X, then the connected components of G are a tree consistent partition in T . Furthermore, T satisfies strong connectivity.
Clearly, the theorem holds for the base case: a tree with a single node.
Let X = lvs(T ). Assume the inductive hypothesis: that T satisfies completeness and strong connectivity. Now vertex x arrives.
If there does not exist an edge between x and any other vertex in X, then after rotations, T ′ satisfies completeness. Since ∀a ∈ ancs(x ), lvs(a) is a not a strict subset of any connected component in G, by Grafting Lemma 1, subsequent graft attempts from the ancestors of x preserve strong connectivity and completeness and so the theorem holds.
Assume that x is connected to some set of leaves s ⊆ lvs(T ). Since T satisfies strong connectivity, by the Rotation Lemma, after x is added and rotations terminate, T ′ satisfies strong connectivity. Note that T ′ may not satisfy completeness if, before the arrival of x, the leaves in s formed at least 2 distinct connected subgraphs in G.
After rotations, a series of graft attempts are performed. Consider the first graft initiated at par(x ). By Grafting Lemma 2, the attempt returns a strongly connected ancestor of x whose leaves are a strict superset of lvs(x ). If a merge is performed that moves a node v and makes it a sibling of v ′ , then strong connectivity may be violated. However, notice that the only nodes that can be disconnected by such a merge are the node that, prior to the merge, were ancestors of v and also descendants of a = lca(v, v ′ ).
After the merge, a is restructured, and by the Restructuring Lemma, the resulting tree satisfies strong connectivity. Subsequent calls to graft proceed from a. Notice that each invocation of graft returns a new strongly connected node with a strictly larger number of descendant leaves, until the resulting tree satisfies completeness. Therefore, successive grafting followed by restructuring eventually returns a node whose leaves are a connected component of G. Ultimately, after rotations and grafting, T ′ must satisfy completeness and strong connectivity.
□
